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Ever since WHO mandated worldwide vaxx-certificates – a move
directed and funded by the Gates and Rockefeller Foundations,
not by WHO’s member states – the rope is tightening around the
necks of those who decide not to go for the experimental not
approved  gene-therapy  jab:  They  are  not  allowed  in
restaurants, or attending any indoor activity, be it sports or
cultural events – not even the zoo.

All 193 UN member countries are dancing to the same tune, the
tune  of  a  deep  dark  ultra-wealthy  state.  How  strange!  Is
anybody still believing that the covid circus is about health
protection?

Bill  Gates  and  WHO’s
director general Tedros
Adhanom (image right)

Yes, there are many, many people still believing that it is
right to segregate the people into vaxxed and non-vaxxed, even
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though the very WHO says officially the – what they call –
vaccines – do not protect against covid infections. Among the
most recent proof is Israel, where most of the recent covid
deaths, were vaccinated people. This also applies to a large
extent to the rest of the western world.

It doesn’t matter how stark the evidence is, many people still
believe  their  governments,  and  worse,  they  obey  their
authorities.

Maybe the governments, corrupted as they are, are lying, when
they  say  that  a  majority  of  people  has  already  been
vaccinated. If you look closely, the entire narrative about
covid is and has been for the last 18 months – and longer –
one Big Lie.

And yet, people who have been and are suffering from the
“health impacts” of the invisible covid “virus” – obliterated
economy, joblessness, misery, poverty, homelessness, famine –
and in many cases death by suicide – still believe in the
authorities.  They  cannot  but  admire  their  dictatorial
governments,  who  punish  and  torture  their  populations
in lockstep around the world. Remember the first scenario of
the infamous 2010 Rockefeller Report that laid the groundwork
for The Great Reset?

It’s  called  the  Lockstep  Scenario.  It  might  also  be
called  Stockholm  Syndrome.  You  love  your  torturer  and
killer. If there has ever been a pandemic called Stockholm
Syndrome, it is NOW. See this also.

The Defender of 15 September 2021, sponsored by Robert F.
Kennedy Jr., pointedly reports,

“With  new  mandates  being  rolled  out  almost  daily,  every
aspect  of  your  life,  from  employment  to  travel  to
entertainment to education to access to healthcare — even to
being able to obtain a bank loan — may soon be tied to your
vaccine status.” – Kennedy is absolutely right.
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His report continues:

“And if public health officials get their way, no child in
this country will be able to attend school without multiple
injections of an experimental vaccine — for a virus that
poses little or no threat to them.”

You may add, that since children as young as 10 years, in many
cases  even  down  to  5  years,  are  the  latest  victims  of
“vaccine” injuries, even death. And those who get away with
it, may be infertile for life. There are several “trials” with
Gates-sponsored,  and  WHO-supported  “vaccination  campaigns”,
targeting  young  girls  and  women  –  in  Africa,  India  and
Bangladesh – ending up sterilizing the vaccinated. Many died
in the process.

But  the  bulldozer  moves  on,  relentlessly,  not  stoppable,
because there is nobody, no authority out there which dares
contradicting  the  Gates-Rockefeller  (and  others)  eugenist
agenda.

After all, on average some at least two thirds of WHO’s budget
comes from the private sector, notably from Gates and the
pharmaceutical industry. This is unheard of in the rest of the
UN  system.  But  then,  WHO  was  created  in  1948  by  the
Rockefeller Foundation – a brilliant idea as such, to have the
world’s health in the hands of a UN agency, so it may be
manipulated literally in lockstep around the globe, for the
purposes of the rich and powerful.

Many of today’s covid vaxxers are eugenists. They have been
bought, coerced or threatened into believing what they are
doing is good for humanity. Let’s give them the benefit of the
doubt. Many medical doctors and scientists have to toe the
line, or else.

“Father, forgive them, for they do not know what they are
doing.” – Luke 23:34



There are some very rich and powerful un-humans at the wheel.
We let them. They are tyrants. We love them; hence, we obey
them. It is as if we needed them, their direction to – the
slaughter house. Yes, the Stockholm Syndrome pandemic – is in
full swing.

Obedience
The way this works has been tested more than fifty years ago
by  Stanley  Milgram,  a  psychologist  at  Yale
University.  Professor  Saul  McLeod,  a  qualified  psychology
teacher, in a 2017 updated version describes in detail what he
called “The Milgram Shock Experience”.

Professor McLeod describes in SimplyPsychology one of the most
famous studies of obedience in psychology, carried out by
Stanley Milgram, also a psychologist at Yale University:

“Milgram  conducted  an  experiment  focusing  on  the  conflict
between  obedience  to  authority  and  personal  conscience.
Milgram (1963) examined justifications for acts of genocide
offered by those accused at the World War II, Nuremberg War
Criminal trials. Their defense often was based on “obedience”
– that they were just following orders from their superiors.

The experiments began in July 1961, a year after the trial of
Adolf Eichmann in Jerusalem. Milgram devised the experiment to
answer the question: Could it be that Eichmann and his million
accomplices in the Holocaust were just following orders? Could
we call them all accomplices?” (Milgram, 1974).

See this, including a 16-min. video – describing the “testing
process” – shocking.

Milgram Experiment from Saul Mcleod on Vimeo.

In another stunning interview, “World Vaccination” – Michael
Matt  talks  about  the  Kennedy  Connection,  including  an
interview with Robert F. Kennedy Jr., where Kennedy describes
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how  this  machinery  of  world  dominance  killed  his
uncle, President John F. Kennedy in 1963, and five years later
(6 June 1968) his dad, Robert Francis “Bobby” Kennedy, his
uncle’s  younger  brother,  who  was  also  a  Presidential
candidate.

Robert Kennedy Jr. describes in this video, starting minute 19
(total  video  47  min  –  9  September  2021)  how  President
Eisenhower already in early 1960 warned about the powers of
the  Military  Industrial  Complex,  how  it  may  take  over
government and forge a world-domineering way forward, if not
stopped. What Eisenhower did apparently not foresee at that
time is the importance and powerful influence, the hand-in-
hand world takeover, of the Wall Street financial elite with
the military.

See this powerful video.

We are at crucial cross-roads. The next couple of years will
determine how the long-planned UN Agenda 2030 will develop and
end up.

The  so-called  UN  Agenda  2030  was  designed  in  a  1992  UN-
sponsored World Conference, the United Nations Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED), also known as the ‘Earth
Summit’, held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from 3-14 June 1992.

The more we know, the better we are able to connect the dots,
and the better we are armed for defense and reversal of this
infamous agenda.

And the sooner we know what we need to know for the safety and
survival of mankind, the sooner those doped by the bought
propaganda mainstream media and suffering under the Stockholm
Syndrome, may wake up – and unite in solidarity.

Its mending the division between the vaxxed and the non-vaxxed
– and fighting the common enemy, the Globalists, the One World
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Order elite – with a novel and common approach of sovereign
nations  for  an  environmentally  safe  and  healthy  world
development.

We shall Overcome!
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